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(so if there is a counterexample to our
claim, then H must contain at least 
2 points)
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Note:  we will next assume that there is some counterexample, for the sake of contradiction.   A counterexample will consist of a point set where H does not contain an empty pentagon.    

We order all possible occurrences of H, according to the number of points, n,  in H.
We've seen that if n=0 or 1, there is no counterexample.  So we have a base case.
Next we assume that there is some smallest counterexample, where H contains x>1 points.
So we will draw a hexagon H, with the constraint that it contains at least 2 points, and that
it is the hexagon with fewest number of points inside.
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As explained in class:
There are at least 2 points strictly inside the hexagon H.
Form a tight "fence" around those points.  (fyi: this is actually called the "convex hull").
For every "extreme segment" on that fence (shown in yellow here), extend into a line (green).  That line has all of the interior points on one side, by its definition.
On the other side of the line are some number of points from H.  
I say that those points are "isolated".   In the picture here, 3 points are isolated.
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(actually, if H contains exactly 2 points, then there are no other interior points to be 
"on one side" of the green line.   In this case we must isolate at least 3 points on one side of the green line)
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…  because we isolated 3 points using an extreme segment, 
we find an empty pentagon.
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This contradicts any attempt to claim that H is a (smallest) counterexample.
So if H has any hope of being a counterexample, then no extreme segment
can isolate >2 points of H.   So we will proceed by assuming this.
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(note that I have drawn a picture
where every extreme segment isolates 2 points from H.
If only 1 point is isolated, we'll get the same
conclusion.   Convince yourself that every
extreme segment of the interior points isolates
at least one point of H.)
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